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Previously we have operated a meridian scanning pho-
tometer at South Pole Station to record continuously the
meridional position of aurora on a 24-hour-a-day basis.
Because of the 13° separation of the geographic and geo-
magnetic poles, South Pole is ideally located to study the
dayside part of the auroral oval. The total darkness of the
austral winter allows some 4 months of dayside auroral
observations, interrupted only by ±4 days around full
moon (when the lunar illumination limits the usefulness of
the data).

The dayside aurora is of prime interest to magneto-
spheric physicists because it represents direct particle entry
from the solar wind through the dayside cusps. Thus stud-
ies of the position and intensity of dayside aurora relate to
the fundamental questions of particle entry into the magne-
tosphere, magnetic merging and field line erosion at the
front of the magnetosphere, and large scale magnetospheric
currents (Eather, Mende, and Weber 1979).

In the past, considerable analysis effort has been required
to take the digital tapes generated by the meridian scanning

photometer and produce keograms. A keogram is a gray-
scale plot of intensity of certain auroral emissions on a
latitude-time grid (Eather, Mende, and Judge 1976). The
figure shows a typical keogram from South Pole Station; the
overall diurnal change in auroral position results from the
rotation of South Pole under the auroral oval pattern,
whereas the equatorward movement of aurora between
1700 and 2100 universal time (UT) results from magneto-
spheric substorm activity.

To reduce analysis effort and computer time, a special
camera was developed to produce simplified keograms in
the field. An all-sky telecentric lens system forms an image
of the sky in the plane of a 30-angstrom interference filter.
This filtered image is optically reimaged onto a second gen-
eration image intensifier tube. A meridional slit of the out-
put image is then fiber-optically coupled to within .003 inch
of continuously moving (1 inch per hour) 35 millimeter
film, where the image is photographically recorded. Timing
data are superimposed on the film. The system was found
capable of recording airglow levels (approximately 25 ray-
leighs at 6300 angstroms), and time resolution (determined
by slit width) is about 30 seconds.

Thus a complete winter's data will be obtained on some
300 feet of 35 millimeter film, in a form that can be directly
used without complicated computer analysis and plotting.
The camera was installed at South Pole Station during
January 1980.
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A 6,300-angstrom keogram from South Pole Station, day 209, 1973. The latitude scale is measured along the magnetic meridian
and goes from 5°S of the South Pole (top of picture) to 5°N (bottom of picture). Local noon is at 1530 ui.
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